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We present the coupling of atomic force microscopy (AFM) and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)

technologies to enable topographical, mechanical, and chemical profiling of biological samples.

Here, we fabricate and perform proof-of-concept testing of radiofrequency planar microcoils on

commercial AFM cantilevers. The sensitive region of the coil was estimated to cover an approximate

volume of 19.4� 103 lm3 (19.4 pl). Functionality of the spectroscopic module of the prototype

device is illustrated through the detection of 1H resonance in deionized water. The acquired spectra

depict combined NMR capability with AFM that may ultimately enable biophysical and biochemical

studies at the single cell level. VC 2013 AIP Publishing LLC [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4801318]

Technologies that provide information on the single cell

level may inevitably reveal specific mechanisms in a broad

range of biological processes, from embryogenesis to aging.

Most modern technologies study large populations of cells,

with persistent heterogeneity in different stages of growth or

disease, yielding only an average measure of cellular function.

Studies at the single cell level are necessary to minimize vari-

ability of measures from cell populations, and enable detailed

investigations for advanced cellular knowledge.1

Information extracted from such studies is particularly

useful when correlated with cell mechanics and adhesion

properties. There is a variety of techniques that can elucidate

these properties, e.g., magnetic tweezers,2,3 optical tweezers,4

and atomic force microscopy (AFM).5,6 A comprehensive

review illustrating the strengths and weaknesses of these tech-

niques applied to single molecules is given by Neuman and

Nagy.7 AFM provides a method of cellular stiffness measure-

ment, in a non-destructive way by applying nanoscale forces.

As opposed to the traditional optical imaging, AFM indirectly

visualizes the cell surface morphology via monitoring the

deflection of a sensing cantilever. AFM can further acquire

stretching curves, through the pressing of the cantilever on the

surface and determine the subsequent stiction during the tip

retraction. A distinct advantage of this technology is that other

techniques such as brightfield,8 confocal,9 and fluorescence10

microscopy can be incorporated to enable detection of cellular

shape and labeling of proteins on the cell interior.

We developed a technology to further improve the bio-

chemical profiling attained on AFM-based platforms, by incor-

porating a planar micro-coil on top of the AFM cantilever that

is designed to enable NMR signal acquisition in addition to

topographical and biophysical profiling. This technology

potentially exhibits numerous advantages: First, it enables

studies of heterogeneity between cells of similar phenotype,

which, in cases such as cancer, can provide valuable

mechanistic insight which may lead to more effective treat-

ments.11 Second, it facilitates identification and classification

of malignant cells, thanks to the NMR functionality12–14 (e.g.,

through the study of the metabolic phenotype). Third, NMR

can provide insightful intercellular chemical information while

the mechanical interaction of the cell with the matrix is studied

by AFM; matrix stiffness has been shown to influence prolifer-

ation and tumorigenesis;15 therefore, the conjunction of the

NMR technology can provide insights to guide the develop-

ment of therapies.

The prototype device presented in this Letter is the basic

element of a technology for the selective cell analysis

through the integration of planar NMR microcoils with AFM

probes to obtain a hybrid probe that is designed to operate in

conventional high-frequency (e.g., 500 MHz) NMR magnets.

The outcomes of our AFM-coupled microcoil (hereafter

termed AFM/NMR probe) may include, but are not limited

to, the nanoscale spatial localization, as well as the biophysi-

cal and physicochemical analysis features of AFM combined

with the spectroscopic capabilities of NMR for the real-time

microscopy and structural analysis of single cells.

Our objective is to demonstrate the spectroscopic feature

of the hybrid AFM/NMR probe. Establishment of the opera-

tional NMR function of the probe is the feasibility corner-

stone of the presented technology, and is of particular

significance, because it demonstrates the ability to add the

NMR function to commercially available AFM probes with

minor modifications. This technology can also be coupled

with chemically functionalized AFM probes for the investi-

gation of specific unbinding forces.

A hybrid AFM/NMR probe contains basic elements for

combined sensing, including the radiofrequency (RF) coil

(Figure 1). The coil serves both as the transmitter and receiver

of the RF pulses. The planar NMR coil is formed by nanofab-

rication techniques on the top of the cantilever beam of the

AFM probe. The connections to the tuning/matching circuitry

of the NMR system are through gold contact pads located on

the anchor of the cantilever beam. The attained NMR spatial

resolution is in the micrometer range since the inner diameter

of the coil is less than 100 lm. The deflection of the beam
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when the tip is brought in contact with the cell can be moni-

tored through a typical laser system, interferometry, or by the

addition of a piezo-electric layer to the cantilever. Following

contact, the force-displacement curve can be obtained.

Adhesion force is measured as the pull-off force upon tip

separation from the surface during unloading.

The proof-of-concept was demonstrated by fabricating a

prototype AFM/NMR probe (Figure 2). A commercially avail-

able AFM silicon probe (Tap-Tall, Applied NanoStructures

Inc., Mountain View CA) was used to fabricate the device.

Initially, a 100 nm thin layer of Parylene-C (Specialty Coating

Systems, Indianapolis, IN) was uniformly deposited (Figure

2(a)) in order to provide the electrical insulation between the

silicon and subsequent gold microcoil, thus eliminating para-

sitic effects and current leakage. A 1.5 lm thick layer of Au

was then deposited on the entire top surface of the probe

through RF plasma sputtering. Subsequently, focused ion

beam (FIB) milling (FEI Nova 200 Nanolab) was performed to

define the planar coil. An octagonal-shaped coil was patterned

with inner radius of 24 lm on the longitudinal and 16 lm on

the transverse direction of the cantilever (Figure 2(b)). The

average width of the coil was 26.71 lm. By using the FIB pat-

terning method, manufacturing yield was attained, and the

induced stress on the cantilever did not lead to undesired

deflection and bending. The device was flip-chip bonded to a

custom-designed printed circuit board (PCB) using a conduc-

tive adhesive (118-09 A/B-187, Creative Materials Inc.,

Tyngsboro, MA) (Figure 2(c)). Finally, the bond was secured

with an epoxy, and the connector was soldered on the PCB

(Figure 2(d)). The device was then encapsulated in a glass vial,

sealed with a silicone cap for the easy injection of liquid sam-

ples (Figure 2(d), inset) for subsequent NMR studies.

In order to estimate the performance of the AFM/NMR

probe’s microcoil, a finite element analysis (FEA) was per-

formed using HFSS (Ansys Inc.) (Figure 3). The magnitude of

the magnetic flux density, B1;xzð~rÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
B2

1;xð~rÞ þ B2
1;zð~rÞ

q
, on

the plane xz perpendicular to the direction y of the magnet’s

field Bo was calculated. The acquired values represent the

resulting field due to the input of 6.29 W at the connection

pads of the coil. The amplitude of the simulation input corre-

sponds to the amplifier power used in NMR experiments

described below. The inductance and resistance of the coil

given by the finite element analysis were 0.86 nH and 3.27 X,

respectively. The measured resistance of the whole device

(i.e., coil mounted on the PCB) was 7.23 X.

An estimate of the excitation volume of the AFM/NMR

probe microcoil was acquired using the experimental value

of the applied power to the probe and the FEA model. The

excitation volume was considered herein equal to the

“sensitive region” of the surface coil,16 i.e., the sample vol-

ume that senses the on-resonance RF signal induced by the

coil (during transmission) and provides a readable free

induction decay (during reception). In the case of a circular

coil of radius a, this region is enclosed within the boundaries

z � a
2
; x � a, where z is the axis normal to the coil plane, and

x is the axis on the coil plane parallel to the static magnetic

field. In this case, however, where the inner area of the coil

is assumed to be an ellipse, the sensitive region can be

approximated by the volume given by the ellipse area times

half the radius of the minor axis. Therefore, theoretically, the

threshold sensing distance is 8 lm, which is adequate for in-

cell NMR measurements, and the overall sensitive region on

each side of the surface coil is 9.7� 103 lm3 (or 9.7 pl).

Assuming an average diameter of 20 lm for mammalian

FIG. 1. A hybrid AFM/NMR probe technology combined AFM-coupled

microcoils for NMR signal detection at the cellular scale. A commercial

AFM probe was modified using nanotechnology fabrication processes to

include a radiofrequency microcoil over the tip of the cantilever. Operation

of the hybrid probe will include contact with the cell under investigation

(using piezoelectric or other sensing feedback mechanisms) for combined

biophysical (AFM) and biochemical (NMR) measurements.

FIG. 2. AFM/NMR probe fabrication and assembly involved standard proc-

essing of commercially available AFM cantilevers. The probe fabrication pro-

cess involved multiple steps: (a) a commercial AFM silicon cantilever was

covered uniformly with 100 nm Parylene-C for electrical insulation; (b) gold

was deposited with plasma sputtering and focused ion beam etching was per-

formed for the definition of the NMR coil and connection pad geometry;

(c) the probe was bonded to the custom-designed board through manual flip-

chip alignment and bonding; (d) following epoxy underfill for securing the

bond, the electrical connection was soldered, and the device was packaged in

a glass vial for the insertion and the removal of the liquid samples (inset).

FIG. 3. The transmission performance of the AFM/NMR probe was esti-

mated using finite element analysis. Magnetic flux density due to the RF coil

varied spatially on the plane through the center of the coil and perpendicular

to the static magnetic field (a). Section AA0 indicates the vertical limit of the

sensitive region of the coil as determined based on the coil radius; (b) mag-

nitude of the field at the plane parallel to the coil at distance indicated by

AA0. The axis of the static magnetic field is along y.
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cells, and a volume of 33.5� 103 lm3, the fabricated micro-

coil is capable of in-cell NMR signal detection.

To demonstrate our ability to acquire NMR spectra with

our hybrid AFM/NMR probe technology as a proof-of-con-

cept, the fabricated microcoil was configured for signal

detection of common liquids. For the experimental measure-

ments, the assembly was mounted on a custom fixture devel-

oped for the in situ tuning/matching before and after the

insertion in the magnet.17 A series capacitive matching

circuit16 was used with tunable capacitors. The capacitance

values were 53 pF and 4 pF for the tuning and the matching

capacitors, respectively. The inductance element of the

matching circuit consisted of a 5-turn coil positioned parallel

to the tuning capacitor. A 500 MHz Bruker NMR spectrome-

ter (Bruker DRX500) was used to evaluate the performance

of the probe. Two liquids were employed as phantom materi-

als for the detection of probe functionality: deuterium oxide

and de-ionized water. A pulse-acquire program was used for

the spin excitation and signal acquisition (zg pulse sequence,

TopSpin 1.3). Data were acquired using a 5 ls pulse length

with an acquisition time of 0.22 s, recycle delay of 0.20 s,

and 16 accumulations.

The hybrid AFM/NMR probe successfully detected

spectra from liquid phantom materials (Figure 4). Deuterium

oxide was used as the negative control sample for the device

and did not produce a chemical shift spectrum, as expected,

due to the lack of 1H protons in the sample. However,

the probe detected successfully the de-ionized H2O sample

(Figure 4(b)). Interestingly, the demonstrated proof-of-con-

cept NMR functionality of the commercial AFM probe suf-

fered from a small number of anomalies that were noted on

the observed spectra. First, the baselines were not flat

throughout the whole frequency range, which was attributed

to the broad background peaks due to the use of Parylene-C

for the electrical insulation. Future device implementations

will employ silicon nitride probes in order to eliminate the

need for this insulation barrier. Second, the prototype device

provided relatively broad resonance signal with low SNR,

due to the inhomogeneous field distribution caused primarily

by the layout and materials used in the commercially avail-

able AFM cantilever assembly. Since these performance

issues were inherent due to the limited microfabrication

processes that can be applied on released cantilevers, our

current focus is on the development of AFM cantilevers with

embedded NMR functionality, in order to attain high quality

NMR detection on cantilevers specifically designed for cell

interaction. In this way, it can be ensured that the devices

will satisfy the critical design parameters, e.g., low spring

constant, well-defined impedance, increased quality factor

(Q) due to lower dc resistance, and improved field homoge-

neity that will facilitate the synchronous AFM and NMR

operation.

In conclusion, we demonstrated the successful reso-

nance spectroscopy operation of a hybrid AFM/NMR probe.

The prototype was built using a commercially available

AFM cantilever, and provided distinctive spectra for a vari-

ety of samples operating in a transmit/receive mode inside a

standard NMR system. The complementary feature of AFM

for concurrent biophysical measurements, beyond the scope

of the present work, is currently being investigated. The sig-

nificance of our hybrid AFM/NMR probe technology is emi-

nent, since in the long term it is expected to facilitate the

understanding of combined biophysical (e.g., mechanical

stiffness) and biochemical (e.g., metabolic) processes within

single cells to provide fundamental biomedical information,

and insight for the development of therapies.
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